Impulse Announces New Network Security Solutions
SafeConnect’s New Editions Offer a Scalable and Affordable Way to Secure Networks
TAMPA, Fla. (PRWEB) May 14, 2019 -- Impulse, the leader in context-aware network security and
orchestration, announced the release of three separate Editions of its SafeConnect product. SafeConnect
Essentials, Standard and Enterprise are easy to deploy Network Access Control (NAC) solutions designed to fit
any organization’s network and budget.
SafeConnect has long provided NAC services that enable the identification of who and what devices access
wireless and wired networks along with the creation of custom policies that assess devices in real-time. With
input from Impulse customers, it was clear there is a need for an approach based upon use cases that enable the
security and simplicity needed for a successful network security implementation. Impulse has dedicated
incredible resources to improving the new SafeConnect solutions. SafeConnect Essentials, Standard and
Enterprise are the result.
“I’m proud of the product team’s focus not only on repackaging the product into separate solutions, but also for
the work to ease deployment, troubleshooting and usability in general,” said Russell Miller, Impulse CTO.
“Now that same seasoned feature set historically deployed by larger organizations is available to a much wider
range of customer sizes and budgets.”
Impulse’s pride is not limited to its employees’ hard work. Impulse remains, as always, devoted to making the
new SafeConnect solutions provide required security without adding burden to the IT staff while enabling a
positive user experience.
“Controlling who and what is on your network is imperative in today’s connected world. Our products give the
visibility, security and control of all network connected devices including IOT and OT for organizations of all
sizes,” said David Robinson, Impulse CEO. “With a focus on tiered capabilities and major improvements in
deployment as well as daily operations, the ability for every device and every port to be secure is in reach for
all.”
Organizations should choose the solution that best meets their needs:
• SafeConnect Essentials enables organizations to have RADIUS, authentication, port level control and
visibility of devices on their network.
• SafeConnect Standard is for customers who want everything Essentials has to offer, with additional
functionality including integration options, end user and guest portals, real-time security posture assessments
and optional high availability support.
• SafeConnect Enterprise offers all the functionality of Essentials and Standard with IoT device selfregistration, the ability to support over 30,000 concurrent devices, Cloud interfaces with SAML integration,
Secure BYOD Onboarding and more.
Any organization interested in the security offered by SafeConnect Editions: Essentials, Standard or Enterprise
should request a demo to learn more.
About Impulse. Impulse is the leading provider of Network Access Control and Software Defined Perimeter in
support of all enterprises. Impulse is about secure access from anywhere to anywhere with any device. A
SafeConnect Network is a Secure Network. Visit www.impulse.com.
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